
Medical Billing Company Produces Medical Billing Tip Videos for iTunes and YouTube

Capture Billing & Consulting, Inc,. is producing videos for iTunes and YouTube with medical billing tips to help physicians
and their practices with their medical billing

Loudoun County, VA - Capture Billing & Consulting, Inc., a medical billing company located in South Riding,

Virginia, has produced several short educational medical billing tips videos to help medical office managers,

medical coders and medical billers with coding and other similar topics. The short videos provide tips on medical

billing.

Capture Billing's short medical billing

videos are produced with medical billing

and coding in mind. Some of the topics

these videos cover are coding for Medicare

Flu Shots, Charging Patient No-show Fees,

and information on electronic health records

(EHRs) and Meaningful Use to name a few.

Manny Oliverez, CEO and Co-Owner of

Capture Billing, is not only a Certified Coding

Professional he is also the creator and host

of these videos.

"We began producing these videos to help

inform physicians and medical practices of

recent changes or current challenges that occur within the medical billing field. We have received thousands of

views and a great deal of positive feedback to our videos which has encouraged us to produce more", says Manny

Oliverez.

The "Whiteboard Series" is a series of two to three minute videos focused on current topics within the medical

billing field, as well as review of proper billing and coding procedures. All of the current videos have been posted

on iTunes and on Capture Billing's YouTube channel. Viewers may also subscribe to the series. By subscribing to

the series of podcasts the viewer will be able to download current videos and they will be notified when new

videos become available.

For more information on Capture Billing videos please visit: http://www.capturebilling.com/videos

ABOUT CAPTURE BILLING

Capture Billing and Consulting, Inc., a leader in the outsourced medical billing services industry, offers one of the

most cost effective outsourcing solutions to healthcare professionals available. By eliminating the need of an in-

house medical billing staff, Capture Billing's staff of expert medical billers and certified professional coders help to

increase physician reimbursement by improving collection rates and ensuring proper ICD-9 and CPT coding.

Practicing physician and CEO, Dr. John D. Farrell, Jr., formed Capture Billing in 2004 as the answer to one of the

largest concerns physicians face today, how to receive proper insurance reimbursement for services they provided.
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